Abstract. In this note we characterize the continua which are images of weakly confluent mappings only in terms of a covering property for hyperspaces and in terms on an embedding property. This answers some questions of B. Hughes and A. Lelek.
1. Introduction. The notion of Class(H/) (i.e., the class of all continua which are images of weakly confluent mappings only) was introduced by A. Lelek in 1972 . Since then several authors have studied these continua and have attempted to classify them. For example it has been proved that hereditarily indecomposable continua [1] , chainable continua [11] and nonplanar circlelike continua [3] are in Class ( W).
In some unpublished work B. Hughes proved that continua with the covering property of hyperspaces are in Class (W) (see [10, (14.73 .21)]) and he asked whether the converse is true (see [10, (14.73 .25)]). Recently, it was proved that circle-like continua with no local separating subcontinua [4] , and tree-like atriodic continua [5] have the covering property, and hence, they are in Class (W). In [5, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3], a very geometric method was introduced in order to check whether certain classes of continua have the covering property. The following theorem was proved in [4, Theorem 2.2] and it was asked whether its converse is true [4, (5.4) ].
1.1. Theorem [4, Theorem 2.2] . // A is a continuum which has the covering property, then X is absolutely C*-smooth.
The property of being absolutely C*-smooth is an embedding property. In particular, if a continuum X is absolutely C*-smooth and embeddable in a continuum Y, then the embedding has to be so that if {A¡)f=x is a sequence of subcontinua of Y converging to A and B is a subcontinuum of A then there exists a sequence of continua {B¡}fLx which converges to B and such that B¡ G A¡ for each i.
The purpose of this paper is to resolve all the above-mentioned questions in the affirmative by proving that for an arbitrary continuum being in Class ( W), having the covering property, and being absolutely C*-smooth are equivalent.
2. Definitions. By a continuum is meant a connected, compact metric space. A mapping is always a continuous function. A mapping /: X -* Y of a continuum X onto a continuum Y is said to be weakly confluent provided for each subcontinuum K oi Y there exists a component C oí f~\K) such that /(C) = K. Weakly confluent mappings were first introduced in [8, p. 98 ] but in fact were used by S. Mazurkiewicz in [9] who proved that essential mappings of compacta onto «-cells are weakly confluent. A continuum X is said to be in Class ( W) provided that every mapping from any continuum onto X is weakly confluent. Let A be a subset of a metric space X and let e > 0. By S (A, e) we denote the a-ball about A. If A" is a compact metric space, then the hyperspace C(X) is the space of all nonempty subcontinua of X metrized by the Hausdorff metric 77, which is defined by H (A, B) = inf{£ > 0\A c S(B, e) and B c S(A, e)} for any A, B £ C(X). Let X be a continuum. A Whitney map ¡x: C(X)^> [0, oo) is a mapping such that /¿({x}) = Ofor each x E X, and such that if A, B E C(X) with A c B ^ A, then ¡x(A) < fi(B). The existence of such mappings was proved in [12] , and the fact that they are monotone was remarked in [2] . We say that a continuum X has the covering property provided that for any Whitney map ¡i for C(X) and for any t E [0, ¡i(X)] no proper subcontinuum A of u_1(r) covers X (Krasinkiewicz and Nadler, Whitney Properties, Fund. Math, (to appear)).
Define a function C*: C(X)-> C(C(X)) by C*(A) = C(A) for each A E C(X). It was proved in [10, (15.2) ] that C* is upper semicontinuous. A continuum X is said to be C*-smooth ai A, A E C(X), provided that C* is continuous at A. The continuum X is said to be C*-smooth [10, (15.5) ] provided that it is C*-smooth at each A £ C(X). We say that a continuum A is absolutely C*-smooth at A. By Theorem 1.1, we have that tree-like atriodic continua, nonplanar circle-like continua, and hereditarily indecomposable continua are absolutely C*-smooth.
3. The Main Theorem. We shall need the following result of Krasinkiewicz [7, (2. 
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Since C* is continuous at A, we have that which proves the corollary. Some more applications of Theorem 3.2 and more discussion on Class (W) will be presented in a paper that will follow.
